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Many people have the app TikTok. I have seen on TikTok people hating on Kia souls but, not just any Kia souls, green Kia souls. I drive a green Kia soul. Yes, they may be boxy and look like a toaster, but they are great cars, especially for new drivers or people who don’t have a lot of experience with driving.

I’ve driven a Green Kia soul for about a year and a half now. Yes, people make fun of the Kia Soul and its rectangle shape but, I don’t care because it gets me where I need to go. They drive really nice and when you ride in them it’s nothing but smooth sailing all the way to your destination.

They get good gas mileage; it only takes 20 dollars to fill it up and a full tank of gas lasts a person 426 miles. The only thing that’s not good about the Green Kia Souls is that they do not do good on ice or practically in the wintertime. But when summer rolls around, these cars are perfect for summer activities.

“Not to be rude they are really ugly and hideous. They may have good gas mileage but you won’t catch me owning one,” said Leah Hatch.

They may be ugly but they are easy to park. You can fit them about anywhere, in any parking stall. Another pro of the Kia Soul is they are super spacious and you can fit five people in there comfortably. A good thing about the Kia soul is it has a gas lock so you won’t have to worry about people trying to siphon gas out of the Kia Soul.

The Kia Soul is considered a subcompact Suv. It is ranked #1 in subcompact SUVs. All around they are great cars. They come in many different colors. Though it seems green is the most popular color of all the color choices. The Kia Souls cars were first made in 2008 in South Korea where they were featured at the 2008 Paris Motor Show.

“It’s a car and if it works, it works. Who cares what it looks like as long as it gets you from point A to point B,” said Keifer Anderson.

Overall, they may be boxy, people make fun of them and call them a toaster, and they don’t do that great in the wintertime, but at the end of the day, they are a fantastic car that gets people where they need to go in 426 miles or less.